
Why you should care 
about engaged 
journalism

Ben Whitelaw



Search ‘EJC launches accelerator’ for the June announcement



Q. When was the last time you met someone 
you’d never met before that read, listened or 
watched your journalism?



We’re not as engaged with our community as we think



ISHMAIL VIDEO



Opportunities? 
● Helps find new models for 

funding journalism

● Stems the decline in trust in 
news media

● Provides citizens with the 
information they need

● Increases media plurality and 
diversity

Challenges

● Revenue streams under 
pressure

● Trust is at the lowest point in 
decades

● People are ill informed and 
disengaged

● Biggest players fail to serve 
local markets



Search ‘70 news organisations community engagement’ for the full list



Engaged journalism plays out in many ways
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This kind of model, which 
increases public ownership and 
engagement with media, can 
begin to turn the global tide of 
mistrust in media

Andrew Clarke, Omidyar

https://www.omidyar.com/blog/new-model-investigative-journalism-why-we-invested-ferret


We give them a list of options 
(on Trello) but we don’t want to 
tell them what we do if they’re 
not being paid.

Eva Belmonte, Civio

https://civio.es/nosotros/colabora/


Readers had a good time 
enjoying the mechanics of 
journalism and our journalists 
learned to listen

Dr Dimitris Xenakis, Inside Story

https://insidestory.gr/yourstory2


It literally pays to listen to your readers



In two weeks, we received 
more than 500 letters from 250 
members of Congress. We 
found dozens of errors and 
mischaracterizations

2017 stakeholder report

https://propublica.s3.amazonaws.com/assets/about/propublica-2017-1st-interim-report.pdf


The top stories were ones that 
answered interesting reader 
questions, tapped into a sense 
of local pride or made sense of 
a big local issue or controversy

Tamar Charney, NPR One

https://training.npr.org/audio/what-npr-one-can-teach-us-about-local-story-ideas/


Increased reader engagement 
translated into higher 
conversion rates to 
membership for both groups 
being studied.

Kate Lesniak, Bitch Media

https://innovation.inn.org/2017/05/16/turning-readers-into-funders/


If you’re thinking ‘that wouldn’t work for us’, 
you may be part of the problem



When we asked about barriers, they said...

● I want to experiment but others in my news organisation don’t

● I don’t know where to start when it comes to resilience or sustainability

● I need hard evidence to prove that engaged journalism works

● I want to learn but the resources don’t feel like they’re written for me

● I want to find out how other people across Europe tackle the problems I’m 
facing



This is where the Accelerator comes in

€35k - €50k for up 
to 15 organisations 

doing engaged 
journalism to help 

them grow and 
become resilient 

10+ events, from 
small country-specific 

sessions to an 
unconference, to 

allow people working 
to share ideas 

Guides, summaries 
case studies of 

innovative players 
plus original research 

Online AMAs, open 
calendars and face-

to-face coaching 
successful grant 

applicants
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Share what you’re 
working on

Tell us about innovative work 
you’re undertaking and we’ll 
share it with our network on 

our site and newsletter

hello@engagedjournalism.com

Collaborate on 
an event

Get in touch if you want to run 
sessions with your journalists 
or you want to be involved in 

our event in December 

engagedjournalism.com

Become an 
ambassador

Contribute your experience and 
knowledge as part of our 

network and help us promote 
the Accelerator

engagedjournalism.com

Opportunities for you and your organisation

1 2 3 



“We need to be a very efficient machine at getting
to know people, learning what they like and
don’t like, and serving that to them, in service
of our mission”

David Grant, Associate editor, Christian Science Monitor



Thanks and questions

whitelaw@ejc.net


